TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS
SEC. 25 30T 3N R 9W, WM.

HISTORICAL:
Book   Page   MAP  
6       170    B-675
1       2-18 DIFFERENT POSITION

CONDITION GOOD
FOUND:
D. E. 3/4" T.I.P. WITH 3" CZ BRASS CAP B-675
12" D. FIR 5.22° 45'E 32° B-675
FD STUMP WITH SERRATING DEVICES 13" D. FIR 6.40° 58'W 40° B-675
FD, OK 2 S. E. OF THE LOGGING 6.53° 14'W 55° B-675
FD, GOOD SERRATING VISIBLE 13" SPRUCE STUMP 5.10° E. 22° BKG PB 170

COMMENTS: THIS IS A PROPORTION CORNER NO ORIGINAL EVIDENCE WAS FOUND.

REWITNESS

1 SET: 10" CONCRETE CYLINDER AROUND FOUND 3/4" IRON PIPE WITH 3" CZ BRASS CAP MAP B-675 (RESET 1981 BE 6 70 170)

NEW ACCESSORY:
NO NEW B.T.'S SET AS CORNER IS IN A CLEARCUT.

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED 75' NE CY OF A GRAVEL LOGGING ROAD IN A RECENT CLEARCUT.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: DAN McNUTT AC DVOARAK

DATE: 1-87 PHOTO#: 411/11/17 TITLE

* = County corner tag affixed.